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NoMa-Union Market Applauds Amazon for Including 
D.C. in List of 20 Finalist Regions for HQ2 

Neighborhood at the heart of the District is perfectly positioned to serve as 
 technology giant’s second headquarters, says NoMa BID president. 

 
 
WASHINGTON, D.C. / JANUARY 19, 2018 — Three months ago, property owners, developers, and other 

stakeholders in the adjoining District neighborhoods of NoMa and Union Market united to offer a 

compelling site at the heart of D.C. in response to Amazon’s search for a place to build a second 

corporate campus. On January 18, the NoMa-Union Market team celebrated when D.C. was named by 

the retail and technology giant as one of 20 regional finalists for the Amazon effort, dubbed “HQ2.” 

 

“We’ve always known that D.C. is a terrific option for HQ2 and are thrilled that Amazon has confirmed 

this with their announcement,” said Robin-Eve Jasper, president of the NoMa Business Improvement 

District. Now, she added, it’s time for Amazon to recognize that the NoMa-Union Market area 

(nomaunionmarket.com) is the best site within the city to accommodate the company’s outsize needs 

and ambitious timeline: 

 

• Ease of Development: NoMa-Union Market offers a “plug-and-play” opportunity for Amazon, 

said Jasper. “We already have a flourishing neighborhood with 12 million square feet of 

commercial capacity and all the infrastructure, including unlimited data capacity and unmatched 

transit assets, in place. As an additional advantage, Amazon could start work on the buildings it 

wants to create right away, without having to go through expensive and time-consuming review 

processes.” Amazon has said it anticipates the first phase of developing HQ2 — which it expects 

to reach 8 million square feet in size at full build-out — to begin in 2019. 

 

• Advantages for the District: “The neighborhood’s great infrastructure and transportation assets, 

including the extensive regional reach of Union Station, would minimize the amount of public 

investment needed to make HQ2 work,” Jasper continued. “If Amazon were to choose NoMa-

Union Market, the funds required to develop essential infrastructure for less-ready sites can be 

directed instead to ensuring an optimal workforce through investments in education and 

training as well as housing affordability. It would really accelerate achieving Mayor Bowser’s 

important vision of creating meaningful pathways to the middle class.” 

 

https://www.nomaunionmarket.com/
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NoMa-Union Market is one of four District sites the city government submitted for the HQ2 RFP. 

“Making this list reaffirms what we already knew going into the bid process,” said District Mayor Muriel 

Bowser in response to the announcement from Amazon. “Washington, D.C., is no longer a one-company 

government town, we are a leader in innovation and tech, brimming with top talent and endless 

opportunity.” 

 

*       *       * 
 

About NoMa 

NoMa is a vibrant, growing neighborhood in Washington, D.C., nestled among Union Station, the U.S. 

Capitol, Shaw, Union Market, and the H Street NE corridor. Already, NoMa has more than 18 million square feet of 

commercial and residential space, and almost 40 percent of NoMa’s office space is home to private-sector tenants, 

including major media, technology, and think-tank organizations. Each day, more than 100,000 people are out and 

about in NoMa’s commercial core. Through a public-private partnership with the D.C. government, the 

neighborhood will soon have great new parks and public spaces—an important development, as NoMa now 

contains 4,800 new apartments, and more than 54,000 people work here each day. NoMa is also the District’s 

most connected neighborhood, with a Walk Score of 94, stellar cycling infrastructure, unparalleled rail options, 

two Metro stops, and vehicular access to major highways. The NoMa BID organizes dozens of free community 

events each year and also offers free, outdoor WiFi. For more information about NoMa, visit nomabid.org and sign 

up for our bimonthly newsletter. Follow us on Twitter (@NoMaBID) and Instagram (@noma.bid), and like us 

on Facebook. 

 

About Union Market 

The Union Market District, located a short walk from the NoMa/Gallaudet metro, is a 45-acre district that is 

planned for over 8 MSF of development. Since Edens’ opening in 2012, the Market has a clear vision to redevelop 

the district into one of DC’s most vibrant, diverse and thriving neighborhoods — a living laboratory for a 

sustainable urban community and place for creative minds and businesses to connect, thrive, and make DC their 

own. Since opening in September 2012, The Market at Union Market, the acclaimed food market with over 40 local 

artisans, now averages 15,000 visitors per weekend and has hosted over 400 events. For more information about 

Union Market, please visit unionmarketdc.com. 
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